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IMAGINATION



 “The only way of discovering 
   the limits of the possible 
is to venture a little way past them 

  into the impossible.”– Arthur C. Clarke



In November of 2002, I had the great privilege 
of meeting Arthur C. Clarke at his home in Sri 
Lanka. It was a signal event of my life and an 
incredible experience. We talked about the latest 
technology and science, had some laughs, and 
marveled at the state of humans in the universe. 
Clarke had been the chancellor at International 
Space University, giving the commencement 
speech to my class in 1988. Most importantly, 
he was the visionary in my early adult life who 
stimulated my mind with his stories, essays, 
movies, mysteries, and inventions. 

That inspiration continues to this day. Millions of 
others have partaken of his ideas, and generations 
have grown directly or indirectly under his 
influence. A scientific innovator who invented 
the idea of geostationary satellites, a science 
fiction visionary, a role model for those with 
disabilities (he required the use of a wheelchair 
later in life due to post-polio syndrome), an early 
environmentalist, and a queer person coming of 
age in restrictive early 20th century England yet 
imagining more inclusive futures — Sir Clarke 
continues to inspire in countless ways.

Because of this, it is a great privilege for me to 
become the director of the Arthur C. Clarke 
Center for Human Imagination at UC San Diego, 
and to help build new visions in the spirit of 
Sir Clarke’s legacy. We will be continuing the 
work started here in 2012 to better understand 
humanity’s greatest gift: imagination. 

We do this through our Imagination Lab, 
which studies the neurological basis for visual 
imagination, and with collaborators from a 
range of fields, from neuroscience to speculative 
futures studies and from engineering to 
astrophysics — leading thinkers who address 
the big questions of culture, consciousness, and 
cosmos and who prototype tomorrow’s tools of 
the imagination. 

Our programs bring brilliant minds and ideas to 
life for a broad public. Last year alone we hosted 
lectures by mathematician Sir Roger Penrose; 
physicist Freeman Dyson; and Cixin Liu, the 
Clarke of contemporary Chinese science fiction; 
among others. We also cultivate conversations 
about the future, as in our yearlong San Diego 
2049 project. Our research has extended this 
year from our labs at UC San Diego to the 
International Space Station with the BOARDS 
(Brain Organoid Advanced Research Developed 
in Space) Mission to send “mini-brains” into 
micro-gravity for study — with implications for 
humankind’s ability to live elsewhere in the solar 
system and beyond. It’s an exciting time at the 
Clarke Center, with more to come.

As a hub for imaginative, interdisciplinary 
collaboration, the Clarke Center continues 
to be the place where, in the spirit of Clarke’s 
third law, we discover the limits of the possible 
by venturing a little way past them into the 
impossible. I invite you to join us on this thrilling 
journey of discovery, play, and exploration, in the 
service of imagining a better future for humanity.

Erik Viirre
Director 
Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human Imagination

Professor 
Department of Neurosciences



OUR QUEST FOR 
UNDERSTANDING 
The Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human 
Imagination advances understanding of 
the phenomenon of imagination and its 
practical applications. 

We seek to research, enhance, and enact 
the gift of human imagination by bringing 
together the inventive power of science 
and technology, with the critical analysis  
of the humanities, and the expressive 
insight of the arts.

We look to develop more effective ways 
of using imagination to cultivate public 
engagement with the big questions of our 
time, to improve education and learning, and 
to enhance the application of imagination in 
meeting humanity’s challenges.



AREAS OF 
EXPLORATION
N E U R O S C I E N C E  O F  I M A G I N AT I O N

Imagination is how we process sense 
impressions and make sense of our world, 
how we produce mental images and recall 
memories, and is central to creativity, 
innovation, and empathy. By advancing the 
science of imagination, we gain insights that 
drive innovation and lead to breakthroughs 
in imagining solutions for pressing issues 
facing society. 

S PA C E  A N D  C O S M O S

Unlocking the mysteries of the cosmos 
empowers us with knowledge to understand 
our past, improve life on earth, and imagine 

possibilities for our future. From learning 
about the origins of the universe to how the 
human brain develops in space, opportunity 
for exploration is limitless. 

S C I E N C E  F I C T I O N  A N D  
S P E C U L AT I V E  C U LT U R E

Imagining the future can entertain us as  
well as guide us toward outcomes that benefit 
all. By studying and fostering the creation of 
speculative culture, including science fiction 
and futurist worldbuilding or world-making 
practices to think about complex systems 
and change, we can expand our capacity to 
envision — and even shape — our future.

A R T +  S C I E N C E :  T O O L S  
O F  T H E  I M A G I N AT I O N

Art and science are both catalysts for 
creativity, leading us to imagine the 
potential for bold new synergies when the 
fields collaborate. Exploring cognition in 
the arts can inform our views about how 
imagination works, enabling us to blaze  
new trails in prototyping solutions through 
arts-sciences collaborations.



H I G H L I G H T S

What is imagination?

»   Is it a cognitive function? Or is it 
neurological? How is technology  
affecting our brains? The Imagination  
Lab explores how the brain constructs 
visual consciousness by developing  
tools and technologies to study it.

»   Imagination UC San Diego convenes 
a multidisciplinary team of experts to 
explore the process and products of 
imagination — including how people 
develop and apply new ideas.

How can we apply imagination?

»   Cosmology 

At the world’s most advanced observatory —  
currently under construction in the Chilean  
desert — we will seek to understand the 
conditions of the universe moments after 
its inception. By measuring the cosmic 
microwave background, which provides 
a window to the physics of the earliest 
universe, we hope to find answers to what 
is perhaps humanity’s most intriguing 
question: How did it all begin?

»   Consciousness 

Much as we still don’t know how the 
universe began, the “hard problem” of 
consciousness itself — what constitutes  
it and how it arises — requires concerted, 
imaginative research. By advancing 
state-of-the-art neuroscientific and 
humanistic research on consciousness, 
imagination, and awareness, we aim to 
better understand mysteries at the center 
of our experience.

»   Space Missions 

The Clarke Center is part of the university 
team that sent “mini-brain” organoids, 
made from human stem cells, to the 
International Space Station to study how 
microgravity affects brain development. 
This research could eventually help 
humans live and travel in space, and 
advance our understanding of Alzheimer’s 
disease and other neurological disorders.

»   Clarion Science Fiction and  
Fantasy Writers’ Workshop 

This intensive summer program is  
widely recognized as a premier proving 
and training ground for aspiring writers  
of fantasy and science fiction. Instructors  
are among the most respected writers  
and editors in the field today. 

RESEARCH
We undertake research at the neural, cognitive, and social level 
into how imagination occurs. 







OUTREACH
From exploring how the mind works to envisioning what our future may hold, 
the Clarke Center hosts public events and programs to share discovery and 
spark dialogue. 

H I G H L I G H T S

»   Renowned science fiction writers like 
Kim Stanley Robinson, Annalee Newitz, 
Cixin Liu, and George R.R. Martin 
discuss their work and the power of 
speculative world-building.

»   Visionary scientists like Sir Roger 
Penrose and Freeman Dyson explain 
how our universe was formed, if there 
are others like it, and the possibilities for 
future discoveries.

»   The podcast Into the Impossible brings 
listeners into conversations between 
visionaries from the worlds of arts, 
sciences, humanities, engineering,  
and medicine on the nature of the 
imagination and how, through 
speculative culture, we collaborate  
to create the future.

»   Our postdoctoral scholars, graduate 
students, and other scholars share 
insights and methods at public 
conferences like SIGGRAPH, San 
Diego Comic-Con, and at other 
research institutions.

»   Scientists and creators discuss science 
fiction films and the futures they 
present following screenings.



IMPACT
Imagination has the power to shape our future for the benefit of all humanity. 
Through a global network of scientific and cultural partners, we transfer 
discoveries from the university to the world beyond.

H I G H L I G H T S

»   The dream of a mobile device to help 
consumers make their own health 
diagnoses anywhere, any time is closer to 
becoming a reality. The center hosted the 
largest medical XPRIZE competition in 
history to develop a working Star Trek-
inspired tricorder. The winning device is 
advancing through clinical testing, with 
the potential to transform how health care 
is delivered. 

»   What will life in San Diego be like in the 
year 2049? The center partnered with  
UC San Diego’s School of Global Policy 
and Strategy to produce San Diego 2049, a 
series of programs inviting contemplation 
about the future and how we can shape it 
through real-world policy, technology, 
innovation, culture, and social change.

»   Arthur C. Clarke’s seminal book Profiles of 
the Future: An Inquiry into the Limits of the 
Possible, presented a remarkably accurate 
series of predictions on where technology 
and culture would take the human species. 
To guide us through the fast-paced 21st 
century and beyond, we aim to create New 
Profiles of the Future in collaboration with 
the world’s leading thinkers to cultivate 
this unique method — futuristic world-
building — of reflecting upon and shaping 
humankind’s cultural evolution.

»   How can art museums cultivate empathic 
understanding? By combining wearable 
biosensors with machine perception, we 
study how people respond to artwork at 
the San Diego Museum of Art by 
measuring neurocognitive and 
physiological correlates of empathy, 
attention, and emotion. This is the first  
in a series of projects using technology 
and neuroscience to better understand 
cultural experiences including visual art, 
literature, music, and architecture.
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HONORING  
THE LEGACY  
OF A SCIENTIFIC 
VISIONARY

Sir Arthur Charles Clarke’s work ranged from 
scientific discovery to science fiction, from technology 
to entertainment. As an engineer, author, futurist, 
humanist, inventor, television host, and undersea 
explorer, Clarke produced a body of work that 
continues to inspire new generations worldwide.

A scientific mind can apply discovery to benefit 
humanity — or to achieve nefarious ends. While Nazi 
rocket scientist Wernher von Braun was launching 
rockets as a weapon of war at London, scientific 
visionary Arthur Clarke was in London hosting 
meetings of the British Interplanetary Society 
and formulating ideas that would lead to global 
communication via satellites placed in geostationary 
orbits. Before World War II both men dreamed of 
human space flight, and after the war both played  
roles in that realization.

As important as Clarke’s achievements in engineering 
were to the modern world, he is equally celebrated as 
a popularizer of science, lifelong proponent of space 
travel, science fiction author, and co-screenwriter for 
the 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey — one of the most 
influential movies of all time. He became known as 
the “Prophet of the Space Age” and his science fiction 
writing earned him a number of Hugo and Nebula 
awards. Clarke worked for decades in television, 
bringing scientific and engineering achievements  
into people’s homes across the world.



As a futurist, Clarke was concerned about climate change and what effect it 
may have on the future of humanity. Yet he remained optimistic, believing 
that technology could solve our problems and lead to a better and brighter 
future for the human race.

Clarke emigrated to Sri Lanka in 1956, where he found more tolerant laws 
regarding homosexuality in an era when those in the LGBTQ+ community 
faced a deeper level of discrimination. The move also afforded him the 
opportunity to pursue his interest in underwater exploration along the 
country’s coast as well as Australia’s Great Barrier Reef. In 1962 he was 
diagnosed with polio, eventually relying on a wheelchair for mobility until 
he passed away at the age of 90.

Today, the Arthur C. Clarke Center for Human Imagination 

continues to push the boundaries of what’s possible. In honor 

of Clarke’s optimism for the future of humanity and the spirit of 

equity, diversity, and inclusion that he embodies, we proudly 

carry on his legacy of exploration and discovery.



 “Any sufficiently advanced technology 

is indistinguishable from magic.”– Arthur C. Clarke



At the University of California San Diego, challenging 

convention is our most cherished tradition. Through  

the Campaign for UC San Diego — our university-wide 

comprehensive fundraising effort concluding in 2022 —  

we are enhancing student support, ensuring student 

success, transforming our campus, connecting our 

community, and redefining medicine and health care  

on a global scale. 

Together with our philanthropic partners, we will 

continue our nontraditional path toward revolutionary 

ideas, unexpected answers, lifesaving discoveries,  

and planet-changing impact.

For more information about the Arthur C. Clarke Center 

for Human Imagination, please contact Steve Sanders, 

director of development, at (858) 866-6407 or 

ssanders@ucsd.edu.

campaign.ucsd.edu


